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Russian offered dirt on Clinton
TRUMP CAMPAIGN » Donald Trump Jr now says
motive for meeting was to get derogatory material
By JO BECKER, MATT APUZZO
AND ADAM GOLDMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

President Donald Trump’s
eldest son, Donald Trump Jr.,
was promised damaging information about Hillary Clinton
before agreeing to meet with
a Kremlin-connected Russian
lawyer during the 2016 campaign, according to three advis-

ers to the White House briefed
on the meeting and two others
with knowledge of it.
The meeting was also attended by his campaign chairman
at the time, Paul Manafort, and
his son-in-law, Jared Kushner.
Manafort and Kushner recently
disclosed the meeting, though
not its content, in confidential
government documents described to the New York Times.

INSIDE

The Times has reported the
existence of the meeting. But in
subsequent interviews, the advisers and others revealed the
motivation behind it.
The meeting — at Trump
Tower on June 9, 2016, two
weeks after Trump clinched
the Republican nomination —
points to the central question
in federal investigations of the
Kremlin’s meddling in the presidential election: whether the
Trump campaign colluded with

President downplays allegations
of Russian interference / A8
Donald Trump
Jr. met with a
Russian lawyer
with connections to the
Kremlin on
June 9, 2016.
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SONOMA COUNTY » AMBULANCES

Rescuers under review
Hopkins sounds alarm over private competition with fire districts

Governors
hit flaws in
health bill
‘We are the voice of reality,’
says Nevada’s Brian Sandoval,
as Senate GOP seeks votes
By ALISON NOON AND BILL BARROW
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CARSON CITY, Nevada — The pressure is on Republican senators — from
congressional leaders, conservative
groups and impatient GOP voters — to
fulfill a seven-year-old promise to scrap
much of Democrat Barack Obama’s
health care law. But
back home, Republican
governors who have
experienced some of
the upside of the law
are warning their GOP
senators to first, do no
harm.
For these governors,
the issue is less about Mitch
delivering a triumph
McConnell
to President Donald
Trump and more about not blowing a
hole in state budgets and maintaining
health care coverage for constituents.
In the critical next few weeks, some
governors are uniquely positioned to
press home-state Republican senators
who could deny Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell the votes he needs to pass a
Republican health care bill.
“We are the voice of reality,” Nevada
TURN TO HEALTH » PAGE A2

GUN CONTROL

Congressional
GOP wants to
carry weapons
Scalise shooting spurs push
against DC concealed gun law
By EMILY COCHRANE
NEW YORK TIMES

concern over the draft ordinance,
which was spearheaded by the
Coastal Valley EMS Agency, or
CVEMSA.
The agency administers the
local EMS system as an agent of
the county Department of Health
Services, in accordance with
section 1797.200 of the state health
and safety code.
As a result, CVEMSA is under
the authority of the county Board
of Supervisors.
But Hopkins said the proposed

WASHINGTON — After the nation’s
worst mass shootings, in Newtown, Connecticut; Aurora, Colorado; Orlando, Florida;
and Columbine High
School in Colorado, gun
control advocates rose
to demand more rigorous laws: stricter background checks, limits
on magazine capacities,
bans on assault weapons
Steve
and tougher controls on
Scalise
gun shows and online
firearms markets — almost always to no
avail.
But in the weeks after the June 14
shooting of Republicans at a congressional baseball practice, the response
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Bodega Bay firefighter/paramedic Jason Downing is a member of the ambulance crew for the coastal station.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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upervisor Lynda Hopkins
has slammed the brakes on
a move to rewrite the rules
governing local ambulance service in Sonoma County, claiming
the draft in its current form
would financially harm local fire
districts that provide ambulance
services.
Hopkins said the draft ordinance does not do enough to
protect the financial viability of
ambulance services provided by
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local fire districts, and is calling
for a complete redo of the draft
ordinance that does not put public
ambulances in direct competition
with private operators.
“I absolutely want a fresh start.
I will not be satisfied with window
dressing,” Hopkins said.
County officials in charge of
updating the county’s Emergency
Medical Services ordinance have
agreed to halt the process to allow
for greater public input.
Hopkins became involved in
the matter after Sonoma County
fire/EMS representatives voiced
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IRAQ DECLARES VICTORY: After nine-month
campaign, security forces rout remaining
major IS forces in city of Mosul / A5
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